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If m measures X (that is, m is a countably subadditive function on

subsets of X to the non-negative reals), and if / is a function on sub-

sets of Y to subsets of X, it is natural to inquire into the behavior

of the composite function w, where n(A) = m(f(A)) for each AC.Y.

Rather obvious sufficient conditions are given below for n to measure

F, and for a subset A of Y to be w-measurable.

Several definitions are necessary. a subset C of X is called wz-meas-

urable-Pif and only if j»(7T\D) =m(Tr\Dr\C)+m(Tr\Dr\{X- C))
whenever TQX and Z>GP. a subset 73 of Y is called a set of wz-con-

tinuity-/ if and only if m{f(B)f~\f(Y— 73)) =0. Suppose henceforth

that (*) m(f(A)r\(X-UBexf(B)))=0 whenever ^CFand jc is a
countable covering of A by subsets of Y.

Theorem 1. If (*), iÄew w measures Y.

Proof. If A C F, and 3C is a countable covering of .4 by

subsets of F, then «(4) =»i(/(^)) ^m{f(A)r\[JBGSCf(B))+m(J(A)

n(X-\JBGKf{B)))=m(UBGK(f(A)nf(B)))^j:BG3cm(f(A)nf(B))
zZB£3C.rn(f(B)) = ^BgX»(P). so that w measures F.

Lemma 1. 7/ (*), 73C F, and CC F, /Aew n{BC\C) ̂ m(f(B)r\f(C)).

Proof. Since Bf~\CCB and Br\CC_C, m(f{Br\C)r\(X-f{B)
= m(/(/3 nc)n(i-/(73))) u (/(73 ntin(i - /(c)))

22m(/(/3nC)n(x -/(73))) +m(/(73nC)n (a--/(c))) =0. Hence
«(73HC) ̂  m(f(Br\C)n(f(B)nf(C))) +m(J(Br\C)n(X -f(B)
r\f(C)))izm(f(B)r\f(C)).

Theorem 2. 7/ (*), A is a set of m-continuity-f, andf(A) is m-meas-

urable-range f, then A is n-measurable.

Proof. Suppose PC F. By Lemma 1, n{Tr\A)-g,m{f(T)C\f(A))

and n{Tr\{Y-A))i%m(f{T)r\f{Y-A))^m(f{T)r\f(Y-A)r\f{A))
+ m (f(T) h/( Y-A) C\ (X-f(A))) ^ m (J(A) f\f{Y-A))+m (f(T)
h(x-/L4))). By hypothesis, m(J(A)r\f(Y-A))=0 and m(f(T)
r\f(A))+m(f(T)r\(X-f(A)))=m(f(T))=n(T). Therefore n{Tr\A)
+n(Tr\(Y-A))^n{T).
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